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I

N THE CASE of internally deposited radionuclides, direct
……measurement of the energy absorbed from ionizing radiation
emitted by the decaying of these radionuclides is rarely, if ever,
possible. Therefore, one must rely on dosimetric models to obtain
estimates of the spatial and temporal patterns of energy deposition in
human lung. These models always require information about the
parameters of activity size distributions of radon progeny. In the
present work, the attached and unattached activity size distribution of
222
Rn progeny (214Bi and 214Po) were measured in indoor air of Minia
University, Minia, Egypt. The attached fraction was collected using a
low-pressure Berner cascade-impactor technique. A constructed wire
screen diffusion battery was used for collecting the unattached
fraction. Most of the attached activities for 214Bi progeny were
associated with the aerosol particles of the accumulation mode. The
AMAD of this mode for 214Bi was determined to be 350 nm with GSD
of 3. The GSD of unattached size distributions for 214Po is 1.29 with
AMTD of 1.25 nm. An analytical method has been developed to
compute the local energy deposition of 214Po alpha particles in a target
volume of 1 m spheres located at different depths in bronchial
epithelium. In order to reach the target, alpha particles travel either
through tissue alone or through air and tissue. While the depth-dose
distributions in the case of nuclides uniformly distributed within the
epithelium were practically constant with depth, they decreased in an
almost linear fashion with increasing depth in the case of nuclides on
the airway surface.
Keywords: Radionuclides, Dosimetricmodels, Radon progeny, Aerosol
particles.

Doses produced by naturally occurring radionuclides are mostly caused by tissue
irradiation from inhaled short-lived radon progeny (218Po, 214Pb, 214Bi and 214Po).
Averaged over the whole world, about a half the annual effective dose received
by a member of the general public from all natural radioactive sources, is due to
inhalation of short-lived radon progeny present in indoor and outdoor air(1, 2).
The radon progeny are initially positively charged and therefore react quickly
with air molecules and water vapor then form clusters with an activity median
diameter (AMD) of less than 10 nm. These clusters, also called unattached radon
…
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progeny ,may remain charged or be neutralized by electron scavenging by OH
radicals, recombination with small ions, and charge transfer with molecules of
lower ionization potential(2, 3). They are partly deposited on surfaces, or attach to
particulates present in air forming radioactive aerosols with AMD in the range of
100–2000 nm. This fraction is called attached radon progeny, to distinguish it
from the unattached fraction, fun. Because of deposition, radioactive equilibrium
between radon and its short-lived progeny is practically never reached, and is
measured with the so-called equilibrium factor, F.
The activity size distribution of radon progeny is important for evaluating the
absorbed dose through the human lung. This distribution has been determined by
tagging natural aerosol particles with radon progeny. However, some
measurements for attached and unattached activity size distributions of 222Rn
progeny have been performed in the indoor air under realistic natural
conditions(4-17). Most of the observed data have shown that the size distribution
of radon progeny consists of ultrafine clusters with median diameters below 4
nm (unattached activity) and progenies associated with ambient aerosol particles
in sizes ranging between 100 and 1000 nm (attached activity).
The unattached fraction is deposited completely in the respiratory tract during
inhalation, whereas 80 percent of the attached are exhaled without
deposition(9,18,19). The amount of unattached activities up to about 10 percent of
the total activity in the air, but is considered to yield about 50 percent of the total
radiation dose(9,14,20). Therefore, it is necessary to determine the size of the
unattached fraction of radon progeny (7,11,13,18,21).
Inhaled radon progeny are deposited in different regions of the human
bronchial tree as functions of particle size, flow rate and flow dynamics.
Following deposition and mucocillary clearance, the sensitive bronchial basal
and secretory cells are irradiated by two different particle sources: i) Radon
progeny in the sol and /or gel phase of the mucous layer and ii) Radon progeny
within the bronchial epithelium.
In the case of internally deposited radionuclides, direct measurement of the
energy absorbed from ionizing radiation emitted by the decaying radionuclides is
rarely, if ever, possible. Therefore, one must rely on dosimetric models to obtain
estimates of the spatial and temporal patterns of energy deposition in human
lung. There are increasing demands to obtain a definitive explanation of the role
of alpha particles emitted from radon progeny in the induction of lung cancer.
Various authors have attempted to evaluate the dose to the respiratory tract due
to the inhalation of radon progeny (22-28).
The basal and secretory cells are commonly considered as the principal target
cells for alpha particle irradiation(29) though cycling cells may play an important
role in subsequent tumor promotion(30). However, no information about their
relative sensitivities to malignant transformation has been reported; thus, it is
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practice to assume equal radio sensitivity with respect to carcinogenesis. Basal
and secretory cell nuclei are nonuniformly distributed across the bronchial
epithelium and differ in their respective volumetric densities in bronchial airway
generations (31,32). The location and volumetric densities of these cells, provided
by Mercer et al.(32) are used in the present work to evaluate cell specific doses.
For the calculation of the absorbed dose in the human lung we rely on
different dosimetric models, which always need information about the
parameters of activity size distributions of radon progeny in the air. Therefore,
the first aim of the present study is to summarize the measured data on attached
and unattached activity size distributions of radon progeny in indoor air of Minia
University, Minia, Egypt. In addition, an analytical method has been developed
to evaluate the absorbed dose (nGy) for a surface activity of 1Bq/m2 deposited
by radon progeny alpha particles in one micrometer spheres located at different
depths in the bronchial epithelium.
Experimental Methods and Data Evaluation
In the present work, a low pressure Berner cascade impactor was used to
determine the activity size distribution of attached progeny. The impactor
consisted of eight size fractionating stages and a back-up filter holder. It operated
at a flow rate of 1.7 m3 h-1. Aluminum foils were used as collection media and a
glass fiber filter as the backup filter(33). Efficiency curves and inter stage losses
of the impactor stages were determined with aerosol particles in the diameter
size range of 70-6000 nm(6). The measured 50% cut-off diameters were 82, 157,
270, 650, 1100, 2350, 4250 and 5960 nm. The total inter-stage losses of aerosol
particles were less than 2% of the total activity(6).

Fig. 1. Air sampling, using Berner impactor, vacuum pump and setup of gamma
spectroscopy.
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Several runs were conducted, using low-pressure Berner impactor, to
determine the attached activity size distribution of 214Bi. After air sampling (2h),
the foils were pressed into pellets and the relative gross -ray emitting activities
on each impactor stage were measured with a 55 inch NaI (Tl) detector
connected to a multichannel analyzer.
The parameters of the attached activity size distribution (active median
aerodynamic diameter, AMAD and geometric standard deviation GSM) were
obtained using lognormal distribution method(34).
ln( AMD) 

ni ln di
ni

 n (ln di  ln AMD)2 
ln(GSD)   i

ni



(1)
1
2

where ni and di are the measured fraction and the cut-off diameter in the stage i,
respectively. Also, these parameters can be obtained by a graphical cumulative
method. The cumulative attached activities were plotted versus the cut-off
diameter of the impactor stages. The AMAD is defined as the diameter at 50%
cumulative fractions. The GSD of the size distribution is defined as the diameter
at 84% cumulative activity divided by the diameter obtained at 50%.
A wire screen diffusion battery was constructed to determine the size
distribution of unattached radon progeny. The diffusion battery consisted of four
stainless-steel screens with 24, 35, 50 and 200 mesh numbers and operated at a
flow rate of 0.36 m3 h-1. The screens were calibrated with monodisperse silver
aerosol particles under laboratory conditions. The measured 50% cut-off
diameters of the screens were 0.9, 1.3, 1.9 and 4.0 nm. The sampler could detect
0.5 mBq m-3 within a 2 hr counting time with 25% statistical uncertainty.

Fig. 2. The screen diffusion battery, filter holder and surface barrier detector
arrangement for the measurements of the unattached fractions of radon
progeny.
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To determine the unattached activity fraction of 214Po, the attached aerosol
and total progeny fraction concentrations were measured. Each measurement
consisted of two parallel samples: one with a single screen and the other as a
reference sample without screen. This procedure was repeated with different
screens. The screen was used for collecting the unattached activities. The
activities penetrating the screen (mostly attached to aerosol fraction) and that of
the reference sample were collected on membrane filters. The alpha activities
were detected during and after air sampling by a surface barrier detector.
According to the Ruffle(35) method, and by utilizing 241Am as a radioactive
source of alpha radiation, the counting efficiency of the detector was determined
to be 17.0  0.5%. The detector has an active area of 300 mm2 and the separation
between the filter and detector is 6 mm. In order to determine the activity
concentrations, measurements were performed in two steps. First, the alpha
particle spectrum was collected during a sampling period of 30 min. Secondly,
after waiting for a time period of 30 min without sampling, the alpha particle
spectrum was measured again (during decay) for a time period of 30 min. The
activity concentrations could be calculated according to a method described by
Wicke(36). The attached activities were derived from the filter sample obtained
with the screen. The collected unattached activity on the screen is the difference
between the measurements of the filter for the reference sample (without screen)
and the screen sample.
The parameters of unattached size distribution (active median
thermodynamic diameter, AMTD and GSD) were obtained from a graphical
cumulative method. The cumulative unattached activity was plotted versus the
cut-off diameter of the screens. The AMTD is defined as the diameter at 50% of
the cumulative plot. The GSD of the size distribution is defined as the diameter
at 84% cumulative activity divided by the diameter obtained at 50%.
Indoor activity size distribution of 214Bi and 214Po
Several attached and unattached activity size distributions (thirty samples
have been performed for attached and unattached fraction) were carried out in
indoor air of Minia University in the third floor. The parameters of attached and
unattached activity size distributions (AMAD, AMTD and GSD) for 214Bi and
214
Po are summarized in Table 1. In the same way, Fig. 3 shows the activity size
distribution of attached214Bi and unattached 214Po. Because the measurements
were performed at different times, considerable fluctuations in the size
distributions were observed. Also, depending on meteorological conditions very
low activities in the coarse mode (aerosol size range  2000 nm) were sometimes
measured. Most of the derived attached activity size distributions could be
approximated as unimodal log-normal distributions represented by the
accumulation mode (100 nm  aerosol particle size  2000 nm), while the
others could be approximated as bimodal log-normal distributions (accumulation
and coarse mode). This might be traced to the removal processes of the particles
from the atmospheres, which are controlled by dry deposition. The deposition
velocity of particle in the accumulation mode was about 10 -2 cm s-1(37). Particles
Egypt. J. Biophys. Biomed. Engng. Vol. 13 (2012)
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with such deposition velocities were very slowly removed and therefore their
residence times were relatively long. The deposition velocity of particles in the
coarse mode extended to 20 cm s-1 (37) and it was very high in comparison with
that of accumulation mode particles. Therefore, the residence time of the
particles in the coarse mode was very short and it is less likely that these
particles would coagulate to produce a broad size distribution of the coarse
mode. The AMAD of 214Bi was calculated to be 350 nm with relative geometric
standard deviation of 3.
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Fig. 3. Average calculated activity size distribution of attached and unattached
radon progeny (214Bi and 214Po) measured in indoor air with low pressure
Berner cascade impactor and diffusion battery. The relative activities are
plotted vs the cut-off diameter (the number of measurements is 30).
TABLE 1. Calculated values of active median aerodynamic diameter (AMAD),
active median thermodynamic diameter (AMTD) and relative
geometric standard deviation (GSD) of radon progeny (214Bi and 214Po)
size distribution measured indoor air with a Berner impactor (BI) and
diffusion battery (DB). Extreme values of measurements are given in
parenthesis.
BI
Nuclide
214

Bi

DB

AMAD
(nm)

GSD

350
(253 -427)

3
(2.58-3.59)

Nuclide
214

Po

AMTD
(nm)

GSD

1.25
(1.06-1.47)

1.29
(1.19-1.37)

With the Berner impactor,(5) measured the mean activity median aerodynamic
diameter of 200–500 nm for 214Bi in indoor air. Yamasaki et al., in Kyoto
University, Japan have published an indoor size distribution of radon progeny
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with mean activity median aerodynamic diameter of 255 nm with GSD 1.59.
Kranrod(16) have been measured the activity size distribution of the attached
radon progeny by a Micro Orifice Uniform Deposit impactor (Model 110
MOUDITM, USA) in Okinawa. The AMAD was observed 267 nm with a range
from 234 to 308 and a GSD of 1.7 (range 1.6 and 1.9) which is smaller than our
present value Mishra et al. (17) have been measured the activity size distribution
of the attached aerosols by a developed low pressure cascade impactor. The
AMAD was obtained to be 150 nm with GSD of 2.7, which is a factor of two
smaller than the present value. The difference in literature values may be due to
the difference of dimensions of rooms and ventilation rate in addition to may be
attributed to the difference in the sampling locations.
The obtained parameters of unattached size distribution of 214Po (AMTD,
GSD) are also listed in Table1. The active median thermodynamic diameter of
unattached fraction, AMTD, of214Po was determined to be 1.25 nm with relative
geometric standard deviation of 1.29.
The present AMTD (1.25 nm) is considered to be relatively higher than the
values obtained (around 0.8 nm) by Huet et al. (11) and VauPotic & Kobal(13).
Estimation of absorbed dose through out the lung
Consistent with the compartmentalization of the tracheobronchial tree with
respect to the clearance pathways of deposited radionnuclides in bronchial
airway generations(38) radon progeny can be found in the gel phase of the mucous
layer, in the underlying sol phase and within the bronchial epithelium.
Consequently, the dose received by basal or secretory cell nuclei at a given depth
in bronchial epithelium depends on the relative distribution of radon progeny in
these three compartments. At present, basal and secretory cells are commonly
considered as the principal target cells for alpha particle irradiation (29). The
location and volumetric densities of these cells(32) were used in the present work
to evaluate cell-specific doses. At low doses of alpha particles, only small
fraction of the irradiated cell population is actually intersected by alpha particle
tracks. Those cells traversed, however, receive a relatively high cellular dose
Based on the parameters of activity size distribution of 214Bi and214Po
(Table 1), the deposition fraction of Radon progeny activity has been calculated
using the deposition model of International Commission on Radiological
Protection(38). The total deposition fraction through the human lung was found to
be 98% for unattached fraction and 22% for attached fraction.
Figure 4 shows the variation of dose with depth into the bronchial epithelium
of airway generation 6 for 214Po alpha particles emitted either from the top of 11
m thick gel and sol layer, or from the top of the 6 m thick sol layer or from the
interface between the sol layer and the underlying epithelium (curves 1-3).
Corresponding calculations for 214Po alpha particles nuclides within epithelial
tissue refer either to a uniform distribution of nuclides across the epithelium or to
Egypt. J. Biophys. Biomed. Engng. Vol. 13 (2012)
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a nuclide distribution decreasing in a linear fashion with increasing depth in
tissue (curves 4-5). Curves 1-3 show that the dose decreases rapidly with
increasing depth. In contrast, however, the same number of alpha particles that
decay from radon progeny located in the epithelium (linear and uniform case)
produced a relatively constant dose throughout the tissue (curves 4-5).
800

1- mucous 5+6
2-cilla 6
3-boundary 0
4-uniform
5-linear

Dose Conversion Factor
3
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Fig. 4. Dose conversion factor as functions of depth in bronchial epithelium of
airway generation 6 for 214Po alpha particles emitted. (1) From the top of the
11 µm thick mucus sol and gel layer, (2) From the top of the 6 µm thick sol
layer, (3) From the interface between the sol layer and epithelial tissue, (4)
From nuclide distributed uniformly within the bronchial epithelium and (5)
From a nuclide distribution decreasing linearly with depth in epithelial
tissue.

While present dose calculations generally assume equal densities of basal and
secretory cells in bronchial tissue(29), the actually measured volumetric densities
for these target cells at varying depth(32) were used here. Such cell-specific depth
dose conversion factors could be obtained by multiplying the above computed
depth-dose distribution for a uniform distribution of cell nuclei by respective
depth-density distributions.
Figure 5 displays the distribution of doses in secretory and basal cells for
Po alpha particles in airway generation 6. Considering their relative
frequencies at a given depth in tissue, the secretory cell doses are relatively
homogeneous. The depth-dose distribution for basal cell nuclei, however, has a
distinct maximum at greater depth in tissue, where radiation doses were much
smaller than for the shallower lying secretory cells. Consequently, the maximum
frequency of basal cell doses was shifted to the lower dose range. Figure 5 shows
that the mean dose was 44 nGy for basal cells and 112 nGy for secretory cells.
214
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Fig. 5. Distribution of doses in secretory and basal cells for
airway generation 6.
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Conclusion
The attached size distributions of 214Bi progeny could be described by
unimodal log normal distribution. Most of the attached activities were associated
with the accumulation mode. The AMAD of this mode for 214Bi was determined
214

Po is 1.29 with AMTD of 1.25 nm.

The specific location of radon progeny within the mucous sheath affects the
dose to epithelial cells: 214Po alpha particles deposited on bronchial airways are
emitted from the top of gel layer, or from the top of sol layer or from the
interface between the sol layer and the underlying epithelium. Two additional
assumptions have been made when the activity is distributed within the
epithelium: A uniform distribution of nuclides across the epithelium or a linear
distribution. These simulations suggest that the relative frequencies of the
various alpha particle sources may appreciably affect the related cellular dose
estimates.
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الجرعات اإلشعاعية خالل رئة االنسان الناتجةة نةا انشنقةاو نة ات
222
تحلل الرادون
عانر نحمد نحمد  ،نصةفى لفىة عاةدالىاد  ،ننة نصةفى نحمة دص نصةفى
*
ي نس عادالىشاح و نحم د نحمد انماعيل
*
قسم الفيزياء  -كليا الللا  -جءملا النيياء  -النيياء و قسام الفيزياء  -كليا الللا -
جءمل االزهر – القءهره – مصر.
حسااااءج التراااااءب الن رلااااه او النن صاااا ماااام الثءقااااءب الن يياااا النيهل اااا ماااام
االشلءاءب اليءتت مم الن اد النشال يصالت تيفياعه انلياء .فا هاعا اله اس خسا
الينءذج اليظري ل ق ير هعه التراءب خءص في رئ االخساء ..هاعه اليناءذج اليظريا
ت ااءج إلااي الهااءرام راب ال ءص ا يااءل زي ال تنااي للليءصاار النشاال م ا خظااءئر
الرادو ..تم في هعا اله س حسءج هعه الهءرم راب للتز ال ر والنرتهط مام خظاءئر
الرادو( .الهيزمس  214واله ل خي  )214وق تم القيءس في اماءكم االقءما النقلقا
يتءمل النييء  -م يي النييء  -جنه ري مصار اللريي .وقا تام قياءس التاز النارتهط
ل ليا اب الاارادو .يءلا ا جهااءز االمهااءك ر مااي فج ال ااقط فااي تتنيا اللييااءب
وت ليلهااء يءلا ا ايا اشاال جءمااء ييينااء تاام قيااءس التااز ال اار يءلا ا مصا ر
اءق االخ شءر ,ال تني والقيءس يءل ا اي جسينءب الفء .وق ات ح مام الي اءئ
النس لص أ .ملظم حتم التسينءب ال ره م اج في اليثءق ال راكني للتسينءب
(مم  100إل  2000خءخ م ر) وه اليثءق االخثر يساهت اا ز زمام يقءئا فاي
الها ا مناء يزيا ف ارت ال لارق للنقينايم فا النياءاه النقلقا  .وتام حساءج م لاط
قثر التسينءب وق وج اخ  350خءخ م ر يءليسه إلي الهيزمس  .214اماء فاي حءلا
التااز ال اار وج ا ا .م لااط القثاار فااي ح ا ود  1,29خااءخ م ر لليصاار اله ل خي ا
 .214وق تم ال ا الثارق ال ليليا ل قا ير جاز الثءقا الن رلات مام جساينءب
االلفاااء النيهل ااا مااام ايصااار اله ل خيااا  214اييااا مسااا يءب م لفااا مااام الشااالت
اله ائي ,ويك  .حسءج الترا االشلءاي مام خا ز لاريء .جساينءب االلفاء داخا
االخست أو في الها ا واالخسات ملاء .وقا لا ح اخا ما ازدياءد اللناه فا الشالت
اله ائي خقص في ت زي الترا .
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